APPLICATION TIPS
Chilled Beam Systems
“Hot air rises,” he grumbled as he climbed the ladder toward the ceiling, his boot tips clicking on each rung of the ladder
like an old antique typewriter. “Excuse me?” she said, wondering if he was talking about the actual hot air in the room,
rising toward the chilled beam, or perhaps he was eluding to her constant talking for the last hour as they walked the
building and inspected each chilled beam? The fan grew subtly louder as the chilled beam cover was opened to reveal
the coil, but then the quiet peace was shattered by an alarm sounding from the Building Management System……
Sound like a bad HVAC-themed detective novel? What is this mysterious chilled beam and what valves and accessories
compliment that equipment?
Chilled beams are very popular in Europe and have grown in popularity here in North America. A chilled beam is
like a fancoil; hot or cold water passes through copper tubes, while air moving over the tubes is heated or cooled.
The primary difference however, is how the air passes over the coil. In
a passive chilled beam the hot air naturally rises to the ceiling, passing
over the coil, while the cold air falls to the floor using natural convection.
In an active chilled beam, an induction unit forces air over the coil while
the natural convection in the room is also occurring, forcing the hot air
up. Unlike a traditional fancoil with a fan a chilled beam doesn’t require
a fan. This makes the chilled beam an ideal piece of HVAC equipment
for classrooms or anywhere fan background noise should be avoided.
One chilled beam manufacturer says their product reduces fan energy
and noise by a factor of seven. The lack of a fan also reduces system
maintenance costs since moving parts are limited.
Like a fancoil though, the coil’s water should be controlled so that the delta T across
chilled beam is optimized and pressure changes in the system don’t cause flowrate
changes in the coil. Using an Automatic Flow Limiting valve like the Isolator R, K Valve,
or the Isolator Y will guarantee the flow in each chilled beam is at design flow, the
chilled beams closest to the pump won’t have excess flow while those farthest from
the pump won’t starve for flow. This will protect the building owner from excessive
occupancy complaints about inadequate heating or cooling and guarantees there
won’t be more water pumped than is required. The Isolator Y also has a built in
strainer so only one valve housing is required which saves space and cost.
If you want to read more about the “mystery” of a balanced hydronic system, visit griswoldcontrols.com or click here
http://griswoldcontrols.com/pdfs/F-5586.pdf
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